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NEW QUESTION: 1
Examine the AOS-CS switch output:
Based on this output, what is correct?
A. 802.1X authentication occurred and downloadable user roles
are deployed
B. Only 802.1X authentication is configured on the port
C. 802.1X authentication was successful, but MAC authentication
is yet to start
D. A local user role was deployed using a ClearPass solution
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 database named
Orders.
Orders contain a table named OrderShip that is defined as
follows:
A NULL value represents a domestic order. Ninety percent of the
values in CountryCode are NULL.
Customers require a procedure that will return orders for all

customers from a specified country. You create a new procedure:
Performance on this procedure is slow.
You need to alter the schema to optimize this query. Objects
created must use a minimum amount of resources.
Which Transact-SQL statement should you use?
A:
B:
C:
D:
A. Option C
B. Option D
C. Option A
D. Option B
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Filtered statistics can improve query performance for queries
that select from well-defined subsets of data.
References:
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190397.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option D
B. Option E
C. Option B
D. Option C
E. Option A
Answer: D,E
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